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Italy – Montenegro Interconnection
The MONITA DC Cable underway
November 15th, 2019
Strong commitment of Terna towards the establishment of an electrical bridge
between Europe and the Balkans
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Strategic Relevance of the Cable
Listed as Project of Common Interest (PCI)

A crucial infrastructure which enables the development of the Balkan energy markets, capable of integrating with
the EU Internal Energy Market and with its neighboring countries
Integration of the Balkan energy markets in line with Energy Union objectives of decarbonisation
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Terna support
Regional Market Integration Initiatives - KEP & AIMS
Market integration requires a set of common rules in
Signed: April 2017

order to foster the smooth functioning of coupled markets
and networks

WG AIMS
ALBANIA, ITALY, MONTENEGRO & SERBIA
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Further Developments Required

Regional Transmission System Strengthening

Regional developments that would improve the exploitation of the HVDC Mon-Ita:
• New interconnection between Montenegro and Serbia/Bosnia
• Implementation of the Balkan corridors (Transbalkan Corridor, Central Balkan Corridor,
Mid Continental East Corridor)
• New possible interconnections (not yet planned) between Montenegro and Albania
or Bosnia
Development of crucial network infrastructures in the Balkan region needs to be
addressed, as essential for achieving full integration of energy markets both within the Region
and with the rest of Europe
Source: EU Connectivity Agenda for the Western Balkans
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Conclusions
Key takeaways


Italy-Montenegro Interconnection go-live shows how Terna is firmly committed to
regional cooperation with the Balkan Region, as also undersigned with the WB6 MoU



Terna is proud to contribute to further strengthening the bond between the EU and the
Balkan Region



Terna, as a TSO, is pleased to contribute to the market integration initiatives in the
Balkan region: market integration is one of the key tools TSOs can use to address the
new challenges they face:
o Increasing RES, covering an increasing share of energy demand, meeting decarbonization
goals
o Decommissioning of several traditional power plants in Europe
o Impacts of climate change



Development of crucial network infrastructures in the Balkan region needs to be
addressed, as essential for achieving full integration of energy markets both within the Region
and with the rest of Europe



Terna is honored to contribute to the Know-How Exchange Programme which is paving
the way towards regional cooperation and facilitating the integration of our markets
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